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a b s t r a c t
Today, many software architecture design methods consider the use of architectural
patterns as a fundamental design concept. When making an effective pattern selection,
software architects must consider, among other aspects, its impact on promoting or
inhibiting quality attributes. However, for inexperienced architects, this task often requires
signiﬁcant time and effort. Some reasons of the former include: the number of existing
patterns, the emergence of new patterns, the heterogeneity in the natural language
descriptions used to deﬁne them and the lack of tools for automatic pattern analysis. In
this paper we describe an approach, based on knowledge representation and information
extraction, for analysing architectural pattern descriptions with respect to speciﬁc quality
attributes. The approach is automated by computable model that works as a prototype
tool. We focus on the performance quality attribute and, by performing experiments on
a corpus of patterns with forty-ﬁve architects of varying levels of experience, demonstrate
that the proposed approach increases recall and reduces analysis time compared to manual
analysis.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
When the architecture of a software system is designed, one key task is the selection of design concepts in order to
satisfy a set of architectural drivers [1]. Architectural drivers are requirements that shape a software system and consist
of high-level functional requirements, constraints, and quality attribute requirements [2]. Many software architecture design
methods consider patterns as a fundamental design concept, e.g., Rozanski and Woods’ [3], ADD [1], Microsoft’s Technique
for Architecture and Design [4]. The ones of our interest are architectural patterns, which denote a reusable named solution
applicable to a commonly occurring problem in software architecture design. There are a number of architectural pattern
catalogues that software architects have been using for years, e.g., Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture [5] and Patterns
of Enterprise Application Architecture [6].
When making an effective pattern selection, software architects must consider, among other aspects, its impact on promoting or inhibiting quality attributes. However, for inexperienced architects, this task requires signiﬁcant effort and can be
time consuming for reasons including:
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(i) The number of existing patterns. Nowadays there are plenty of architectural patterns’ catalogues, e.g., Pattern-Oriented
Software Architecture [5], Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture [6], Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) Design
Patterns [7], Service Design Patterns [8], Big Data Application Architecture [9]. Most of these catalogues describe more
than ﬁfty patterns; each pattern description is about two pages. Some reading time estimations state that reading and
understanding one page of text takes from two to six minutes depending on the reader’s experience on the subject
[10]. Based on an average of four minutes per page, if a two-page pattern takes a total of eight minutes to read and
understand, one hundred pattern descriptions would require approximately thirteen hours.
(ii) The emergence of new patterns. Since architectural patterns are fundamental design concepts, every time a new software
development paradigm appears, new patterns related to it also arise. For example, the popularization of SOA promoted
the deﬁnition of architectural patterns as the ones in SOA Design Patterns [7] and Service Design Patterns [8] catalogues.
Similarly, cloud and big data software systems have contributed to the emergence of architectural patterns to tackle
speciﬁc architectural drivers in these contexts, e.g., MapReduce Design Patterns [11], Big Data Application Architecture
[9], Cloud Design Patterns [12]. Thus, the number of pattern descriptions an architect must read and consider at any
given time is always increasing, adding to the time and effort required to evaluate them.
(iii) The heterogeneity of pattern descriptions. Although most patterns are deﬁned in terms of a common set of elements, e.g.,
name, intent, context, participants, the description of these elements is written in natural language without standardization. For example, in describing quality attributes, a variety of concepts could be used to describe whether a pattern
promotes or inhibits performance quality, including ‘concurrency’, ‘overhead’, ‘speed’, ‘latency’ or ‘capacity’. This lack of
standardized terminology could have an impact on how the elements are understood and evaluated by inexperienced
architects [13].
(iv) The lack of tools for automatic pattern analysis. There are some tools that an architect could use to automatically identify
the most suitable patterns for a software architecture design. However, the lack of a standard mechanism for indexing
pattern catalogues as well as more eﬃcient search engines makes these tools limited [13]. As it will be explained in
Section 2, in most of the tools pattern selection is made from a pre-deﬁned pattern repository. Most of the time, this
repository is static and cannot be extended to include new patterns. When it is possible, the analysis and classiﬁcation
of new patterns are performed manually, becoming a time consuming task.
In this work we describe an approach, based on knowledge representation and information extraction, to automate the
analysis of architectural pattern descriptions and help inexperienced software architects with determining whether speciﬁc
quality attributes are promoted or inhibited. Knowledge representation methods provide a basis on which to design and
implement mechanisms for representing information in computers so that programs can use this information to solve
problems in areas that normally require human expertise [14]. On the other hand information extraction allows extraction
from text documents salient facts about pre-speciﬁed types, entities or relationships [15,16]. The approach is automated
by computable model that works as a prototype tool. In this paper we focus on the performance quality attribute and, by
performing experiments on a corpus of patterns with forty-ﬁve architects of varying levels of experience, demonstrate that
the proposed approach increases recall and reduces analysis time compared to manual analysis.
This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we describe relevant related work; in Section 3, we describe the proposed
approach to analysing architectural pattern descriptions and in Section 4 we discuss and evaluate this approach. Finally, in
Section 5, we state the conclusions and describe some lines of future work.
2. Related work
There have been several attempts to provide tools and frameworks to assist architects during architectural design. In this
section we relate our work to other literature in this context.
DesignBots [17] is a planning-based design framework that assigns architectural knowledge to agents that compete in
different quality attributes. The framework requires the architect to provide an initial architecture supporting functional
requirements and a weighted set of related quality attributes scenarios [18]. Thus, using a pre-deﬁned set of design concepts as well as information provided by the architect, a set of design alternatives to improve the initial architecture are
automatically generated from the cooperative work of the agents.
Jabali et al. [19] propose a method, and the corresponding tool support, for choosing a suitable software architecture
design that satisﬁes multiple required quality attributes [19]. The method requires a set of weighted quality attribute requirements and a set of high-level functional requirements. Using a pre-deﬁned set of design concepts, the method applies
data-driven decision making to generate a proposal for the required design.
Hadaytullah et al. [20] present a tool for producing potential architecture proposals using genetic algorithms. The tool
requires a basic functional decomposition of the system, a set of high-level functional requirements and the speciﬁcation of
the quality requirements. As in previous approaches, the method uses a pre-deﬁned set of design concepts for producing
potential architecture proposals.
Charmy [21] is a framework whose goal is to apply model-checking techniques to discover potential inconsistencies of
an architectural design and allow architects to ﬁx them by applying suggested design decisions. The speciﬁcation of an
architectural design is given in terms of components, connectors, their internal functional behaviour and relations. When an
adequate design is reached, Java code conforming it can be automatically generated through suitable transformations.
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Table 1
Main characteristics of related works.
Used technique

DesignBots [17]
Jabali et al. [19]
Hadaytullah et al. [20]
Charmy [21]
ArchE [22]
Archpad [23]
Weiss and Birukou [24]
SYSAS [25]
Kampffmeyer and Zschaler [26]
Hsueh et al. [27]
Kim and Khawand [28]
Hasheminejad and Jalili [29]
Pearson and Shen [30]
Weiss and Mouratidis [31]
Our approach

multi-agent planning
data-driven decisionmaking
genetic algorithms
model-checking
rule-based reasoning
decision models
wiki
knowledge-driven
decision-making
ontology
ontology
ontology
ontology
rule-based reasoning
goal-based reasoning
information extraction

Focus on
pattern
selection

Required Information
Pre-deﬁned
design concepts
or experiences

Initial architecture
design

Functional
requirements

Quality attribute
requirements

no
no

yes
yes

yes
no

yes
yes

yes
yes

no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

no
no
no
no
no
no
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

ArchE [22] is a prototype tool that, using knowledge of quality attributes theories, helps architects by suggesting possible
design decisions as well as predicting quality attribute responses of the resulting architecture in speciﬁc situations. Based
on a pre-deﬁned set of design concepts, ArchE uses a rule-based engine and reasoning framework to analyse an architecture
for performance and modiﬁability. ArchE requires three types of inputs: a set of quality attribute requirements, a set of
high-level functional requirements, and an architectural design (if available).
ArchPad [23] is a design method, proposed by Zimmermann et al., based on the use of domain-speciﬁc architectural
patterns and decision models. A decision model stores architectural decisions, to promote functional and quality attribute
requirements, harvested from experiences in previous projects. ArchPad identiﬁes the required decisions in requirements
models, gives domain-speciﬁc pattern selection advice, and provides traceability from platform-independent patterns to
platform-speciﬁc decisions. In ArchPad models are created manually by experts and contain patterns proved to be applicable
in the past projects in the domain.
In [24] Weiss and Birukou present a wiki-based pattern repository. The repository organizes short descriptions of patterns
in collections and allows for their navigation, linking, tagging, commenting and searching. The repository supports any kind
of pattern as long as a it can be described attending a proposed template. These templates are ﬁlled manually by design
experts.
SYSAS [25] is a method to select architectural patterns for deﬁning the overall structure of a software system. SYSAS is
based on a mathematical decision-making technique that operates on a set of a pre-deﬁned and closed pattern repository.
The method requires ratings about the importance of functional and quality attribute requirements related to the architectural elements that are relevant for the developer and a description of the target system. The expected output is the total
score, including satisfaction value, of each candidate pattern.
In [26] Kampffmeyer and Zschaler introduce an approach that automates pattern selection. The approach uses an
ontology-based speciﬁcation of the intent of a set of patterns from which a user executes queries focusing on the design problem she or he is trying to solve. Some other works in this vein are [27–29], proposed by Hsueh et al., Kim and
Khawand, and Hasheminejad and Jalili respectively. A common aspect in all these approaches is that they characterise existing patterns considering patterns’ descriptive elements such as intent or structure. Note, however, that the descriptions of
these elements do not always focus on discussing the impact of using the pattern on a system’s quality attributes. Therefore,
pattern selection is not always quality attribute oriented.
In [30] Pearson and Shen present a decision support system that recommends design patterns satisfying privacy and
security requirements. The system uses a rule-based engine to trigger decisions about appropriate patterns to use for the
speciﬁed requirements. Rules and patterns must be created manually by design experts based on their experiences in a
domain. Another similar work is the one presented in [31], by Weiss and Mouratidis, which is based on a goal-oriented
reasoner supporting the selection of the security patterns. A user submits security and other non-functional requirements
as a query to the reasoner, which returns the list of patterns fulﬁlling the speciﬁed requirements.
Table 1 shows a summary of the main characteristics of the above related works. These include used technique – e.g.
multi-agent planning, focus on pattern selection, and required information. Required information includes whether a related
work considers the following factors necessary: a set of pre-deﬁned design concepts or experiences – e.g. a repository of
pattern descriptions or experiences in previous projects, an initial architecture design of the prospective system, as well as
speciﬁcations of functional and quality attribute requirements.
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Fig. 1. An excerpt of the English ontology.

As can be noted, the approach presented in this paper (listed at the bottom of Table 1) relates to all of the above works
and shares some characteristics with them. However, this work is different from the aforementioned in that (i) it focuses
on quality attribute-oriented pattern selection; (ii) it does not require a pre-deﬁned set of design concepts; (iii) it does not
require speciﬁcation of the design problem and (iv) it uses information extraction as its main technique. To the best of
our knowledge, there are currently no proposals using information extraction to support the selection of patterns, or other
design concepts, during architectural design.
3. The proposed approach
Knowledge representation methods provide a basis for designing and implementing mechanisms for representing information in computers so that programs can use this information to solve problems in areas that normally require human
expertise [14]. Knowledge representation methods apply theories and techniques from three main ﬁelds: (i) logic, to provide a formal structure for information; (ii) ontology, to deﬁne the concepts that exist in a speciﬁc application domain and
(iii) computation, to allow the logic and ontology to be implemented in computable models to solve problems in some
domain.
In this section we will describe a computable model for analysing architectural pattern descriptions to help software
architects determine whether speciﬁc quality attributes are promoted or inhibited. For simplicity, but without signiﬁcant
loss of generality, the focus is given on the performance quality attribute. Performance is related to the software system’s
ability to meet timing requirements.
3.1. Deﬁning the domain concepts
To support the analysis of architectural pattern descriptions regarding the performance quality attribute we deﬁned an
ontology. This ontology consists of a body of concepts that are expected to be discovered in textual pattern descriptions.
The ontology was modelled in OWL-DL using the OWL extension of Protégé [32]. The deﬁned ontology consists of two
sub-ontologies: the English and Performance. The identiﬁcation of the concepts in the ontology was performed manually by
a domain expert, in this case a senior software architect with more than ten years’ experience.
The English ontology deﬁnes generic English grammar-based concepts often used in architectural pattern descriptions.
Fig. 1 shows an excerpt of this ontology. As can be seen, this ontology includes concepts that are the common English parts
of speech. However, we have further categorised verbs, modal verbs and adverbs considering part of the rationale in some
opinion mining approaches, e.g., [33,34].
Although several classiﬁcations exist for English verbs, adverbs and adjectives, e.g., VerbNet [35], Jassem’s adjective classiﬁcation [36], Levin’s verb taxonomy [37] and WordNet [38], they are all restricted to certain general domain classes and
often come with few class instance exemplars. Thus, these classiﬁcations are not effective for architectural pattern analysis.
This motivated the deﬁnition of the sub-classes shown in Fig. 1. Next, these sub-classes are brieﬂy described.
Regarding verbs, a promotes verb positively reinforces a performance statement expressed in a sentence, e.g., “increase”;
while an inhibits verb negatively reinforces it, e.g., “decrease”. As modal verbs of possibility are used to denote degrees
of certainty, a no doubt modal verb of possibility expresses certainty, e.g., “can”. A doubt modal verb of possibility expresses
probability or possibility, e.g., “might”. Adverbs of degree tell about the intensity with which something happens. Thus, we
consider aﬃrmation adverbs, e.g., “totally”; doubt adverbs, e.g., “roughly”; strong intensifying adverbs, e.g., “extremely”; and
weak intensifying adverbs, e.g., “slightly”.
To populate the English ontology, instances of candidate concepts were extracted from a pattern description corpus,
which we created from classical books of architectural patterns, e.g. Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture [5], Patterns of
Enterprise Application Architecture [6]. The selected instances were then ranked according to the frequency of individual
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Fig. 2. An excerpt of the Performance ontology.

occurrence and co-occurrence with other concepts’ instances. A stop list of general verbs, modal verbs, adverbs, and adjectives frequently mentioned in a corpus of software engineering articles was used to ﬁlter out the extracted instances. The
top ranked instances were selected and considered as domain-speciﬁc.1
On the other hand, the Performance ontology deﬁnes performance-speciﬁc concepts. Many of these concepts and their
instances come from (i) software quality models, e.g., Dromey’s quality model [39], Mc Call’s quality model [40], ISO/IEC
[41]; (ii) the performance tactics in [42,43], e.g. “concurrency”; (iii) performance metrics, e.g., “throughput” and (iv) wellknown performance trade-offs, e.g., “security” (as it inhibits performance). Fig. 2 shows an excerpt of this ontology.2
Note that the metric concept in this ontology was further categorised into promotes and inhibits metric. Promotes metric
denotes a metric that should be maximised when promoting performance, e.g.,“throughput”. Inhibits metric denotes a metric
that should be minimised when promoting performance, e.g., “overhead time”.
3.2. Analysing architectural pattern descriptions
Information Extraction deals with the identiﬁcation and selection of relevant entities and the relationships between them
in order to make them more accessible for further manipulations [15,16]. Unlike Information Retrieval, which concerns
how to identify relevant documents from a document collection, Information Extraction produces structured data ready for
post-processing, which is crucial to many applications of Web mining and searching tools. In most cases these activities
concern processing human language texts by means of natural language processing techniques.
We constructed a computable model in Java to assist software architects to analyse a set of architectural patterns descriptions based on the GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) framework [44]. GATE is a well-known suite of
tools used for all sorts of natural language processing tasks including Information Extraction from textual data.
GATE includes a family of processing components for performing various Information Extraction processing tasks such as
tokenisation, semantic annotation or verb phrase chunking. Some of these components are depicted, within the context of
the computable model we built, in Fig. 3 (see the GATE API box).
The computable model implements a pattern analysis process composed of three sequential phases, namely, (i) Corpus
preparation, (ii) the Named entities recognition and (iii) Analysis resolution. Fig. 3 also shows how some of these phases
relate to the GATE processing components. Next these phases are described.
Corpus preparation. The objective of the Corpus preparation phase is to obtain from each pattern description, in a corpus of
architectural patterns description, the morphologic and syntactic structure of each one of its sentences. A sentence
is a sequence of tokens; its beginning is denoted by a token starting with a capital letter and the end by a
newline character or a dot. Tokens are typically complete words, but can also be symbols. As Fig. 3 shows, this
phase is supported by the GATE Tokeniser and Sentence Splitter processing components. The Tokeniser splits text
documents into tokens, annotating the tokens in different categories and storing the length of the token and
other morphologic information such as capitalization. Tokens’ annotations specify what a token of extracted text
represents, e.g., a noun, a verb, an adjective. On the other hand, the Sentence Splitter splits the text into sentences
according to punctuation.
Named entities recognition. The main purpose of this phase is to locate and classify (complex) named entities of interest.
Generally speaking, named entities are elements in text belonging to pre-deﬁned categories or pre-deﬁned linguistic patterns. As shown in Fig. 3, this phase is supported by the OntoGazetteer and the JAPE Transducer processing
components.
In general terms, a Gazetteer is a processing component that ﬁnds occurrences of named entities of interest in
text by using a set of lists containing these entities. An OntoGazetteer, or an specialised gazetteer that ﬁnds occurrences of named entities of interest and annotates them with the corresponding class in the deﬁned ontologies,

1
2

More information about the domain-speciﬁc verbs, modal verbs, adverbs, and adjectives used in this work is available in https://goo.gl/IcTFeH.
More information about the performance-speciﬁc concepts used in this work is available in https://goo.gl/IcTFeH.
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Fig. 3. Elements of the computable model for analysing pattern descriptions and their relation to the phases of the pattern analysis process.

is used in this work. For example, the named entity “concurrency” could be annotated with the “tactic” class in
the performance ontology since “concurrency” is-a “tactic” in this ontology. Similarly, the named entity “increase”
should have been annotated with the “promotes verb” class in the English ontology since “increase” is-a “verb”
and this verb is-a “promotes verb” in this ontology.
In this work, complex entities of interest denote complete sentences, or sentence fragments, attending some
speciﬁc structure. Thus, the recognition of these sentences is based on linguistic patterns and performed by the
JAPE Transducer, which is a processing component that executes JAPE (Java Annotation Patterns Engine) grammars.
JAPE is a pattern matching language that uses regular expressions to match linguistic patterns found in annotations
on text documents.
Two sets of custom JAPE grammar rules have been deﬁned: the promotes and the inhibits sets. These sets
contain rules whose objective is to analyse architectural pattern descriptions with regard to whether they contain
sentences about performance being promoted or inhibited, respectively. The promotes set contains eight rules
and the inhibits set contains ﬁve rules. All the rules in these sets refer to the annotations generated by the
OntoGazetteer, and evaluate the English and Performance ontologies.
A JAPE rule consists of a left-hand-side (LHS) and a right-hand-side (RHS) separated by an arrow (−− >). The
LHS speciﬁes the pattern to look for in the text and the RHS speciﬁes statements to produce new annotations
out of the detected patterns. To illustrate the former, consider the following excerpt of an architectural pattern
description, which indicates that it promotes performance:
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“. . . such a conﬁguration can further increase system performance and throughput, as some ﬁlter instances can . . . ”
Looking at the English grammar concepts in this sentence as well as the ones deﬁned in the ontologies, this
sentence could be rewritten as follows:
“. . . such a conﬁguration no_doubt_modal_verb_of_possibility conjunction promotes_verb system performance
conjunction promotes_metric, as some ﬁlter instances can . . . ”
The following is an example of one of the JAPE rules contained in the promotes set. This rule detects whether
a sentence in a pattern description contains the linguistic pattern in the rewritten sentence above:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Options : control = appelt
Rule : promotes_01
(
(
{ No_Doubt_Modal_Verb_Possibility }
{ Conjunction }?
)
{ Promotes_Verb }
(
{ Token.kind==word, Token.string == ‘‘system’’ } |
{ Token.kind==word, Token.string == ‘‘application’’ }
) ?
{ Performance }
(
{ Conjunction }
{ Promotes_Metric }
) ?
)
: prom_01
-->
: prom_01 . promotes = { kind = ‘‘NDMVP-PV-P-PM’’, rule = ‘‘promotes_01’’ }

This rule uses the matching style “appelt” (line 1), which deﬁnes how to deal with annotations that
overlap or where multiple matches are possible for a particular sequence, e.g., from all the rules that
match a region of the description starting at some point, the one which matches the longest region is
ﬁred. The rule is entitled “promotes_01” (line 2), and it will match text starting with a modal verb
with a “No_Doubt_Modal_Verb_Possibility” annotation (line 5), followed optionally by a token with a
“Conjunction” annotation (line 6). Then, a verb with a “Promotes_Verb” annotation is required (line 8), followed optionally by a “system” or “application” token (lines 9–12). A token with a “Performance” occurring
after it is also required (line 13). The rule also speciﬁes that the “Performance” annotation be followed by optional text annotated as “Conjunction” and “Promotes_Metric” (lines 14–17). Once this rule has matched a
sequence of text, the entire sequence is allocated a label by the rule. In this case, the label is “prom_01” (line 19).
On the RHS (line 21), this span of text is referred using the label given in the LHS, “prom_01”. It is said that
the pattern speciﬁed by this rule will be awarded an annotation of type “promotes”. This annotation allows,
for example, the recovery of all the sentences containing a promotes pattern. “kind” is an attribute of this rule
with the value set to “NDMVP-PV-P-PM” which denotes a speciﬁc combination of ontology concepts, i.e., no doubt
modal verb of possibility (NDMVP), promotes verb (PV), performance (P) and promotes metric (PM). This attribute
is particularly useful in the analysis resolution phase (described next). “rule” is another attribute of this rule with
the value set to “promotes_01”; the purpose of the “rule” attribute is simply to ease the process of manual rule
validation.
Analysis resolution. The main objective of the Analysis resolution phase is to deliver, for each analysed architectural pattern in the corpus, the promotes and inhibits sentences sets identiﬁed in the Named entities recognition phase.
A resolution on whether each one of these patterns promotes or inhibits performance is also given. As shown in
Fig. 3, this phase is supported by the Analysis Resolution component. This is a built-in component implementing
the computational logic required in this phase.
For each pattern, the resolution on whether it promotes or inhibits performance is supported by comparing the
values of two aggregate scores obtained from applying a scoring function to the promotes sentences and inhibits
sentences sets respectively. For example, if the resolution is that the analysed architectural pattern promotes performance, then the value of the aggregate score of the promotes sentences set should be higher than the value
of the aggregate score of the inhibits sentences set. As explained in Section 3.2 all these sentences can be easily
identiﬁed via the annotation types “promotes” or “inhibits”.
The deﬁned scoring function takes as input the concept combination of a sentence and returns a value between
0 and 1. This value denotes the degree of certainty about the fact that the sentence is telling performance is being
promoted (0 denotes a minimum degree of certainty and 1 denotes a maximum degree of certainty). Considering
the former, the aggregate score value aggScore obtained from applying a scoring function score to, for example, the
set of promotes sentences can be deﬁned as follows:
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n
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score(concept_combination_kindi )

i =1

where: concept_combination_kind is the value of the “kind” attribute of the sentence i in the promotes set.
In the language of architectural patterns, promotes or inhibits verbs like “increase” or “decrease” by themselves
are meaningless. In this case, what these verbs mean depends on whether they precede or go after certain other
concepts. Consider, for example, the following sentence fragments:
Sentence
Sentence
Sentence
Sentence

1:
2:
3:
4:

. . . can increase throughput . . .
. . . might increase throughput . . .
. . . can increase overhead time . . .
. . . might increase overhead time . . .

Regarding promoting performance, sentences 1 and 2 should be scored differently as, despite the fact that both
include the promotes verb “increase”, the “might” modal verb of possibility in the latter sentence makes it denote
a slight possibility of promoting rather than inhibiting. Note also that, despite the fact that both sentences 3 and 4
include the promotes verb “increase”, they actually describe performance being inhibited because of the occurrence
of the inhibits metric “overhead time”. As explained in Section 3.1, an inhibits metric should be minimised when
promoting performance.
The following are examples of score functions for the concept combinations appearing in the sentences
lines 1–4:
Sentence
Sentence
Sentence
Sentence

1:
2:
3:
4:

score(NDMVP − PV − PM)
score(DMVP − PV − PM)
score(NDMVP − PV − IM)
score(DMVP − PV − IM)

where:
NDMVP and NDMVP are a no doubt and a doubt modal verb of possibility, respectively.
PV is a promotes verb.
PM and IM are a promotes and an inhibits metric, respectively.
The rationale for assigning scores to a concept combination is based on the approaches described in [33,34].
In general terms, the score of a concept combination is calculated by aggregating the scores of its individual
concepts. In our work, the scores of individual concepts are ﬁxed pre-deﬁned values obtained from three senior
software architects. The average is used to obtain the score of a concept. Some example scores we obtained are
score(NDMVP ) = .84 and score(DMVP ) = .22.
4. Evaluation and discussion of results
Having created a computable model for analysing architectural pattern descriptions, an evaluation to assess it was applied. In order to do that, we adopted a classical evaluation approach for information extraction systems [16,15]. In general
in this evaluation a system is assessed in order to see how it behaves with regard to an exemplar of the ideal analysis’s
output and how it compares to humans performing the same task. Thus, we assessed the deﬁned computational model to
see how it behaved with regard to an exemplar of the ideal analysis’ outputs and how it compared to both inexperienced
and experienced software architects performing the same analysis task.
In what follows, we provide the details of this evaluation and discuss the obtained results. For clarity and length, the
focus in this section is on the performance quality attribute.
4.1. Evaluation
Participants Three groups of ﬁfteen people each participated in this evaluation (forty-ﬁve participants in total). The ﬁrst
group, called Undergraduates, consisted of fourth-year students of a Software Engineering undergraduate program. The second group, called Masters, consisted of second-year students in a Software Engineering master’s degree program. The third
group, which is called Professionals, consisted of junior software developers in a software development company graduated
mostly from Computer Science programs.
The participants inclusion criteria capture the attributes that we expect the inexperienced software architects that are
potential users of the proposed approach should have, see Table 2. The reasons of having three groups are: (i) we have
access to both, students of these two academic programs and junior software developers in a software company and (ii) in
these communities are people meeting the inclusion criteria. The size of these groups was meanly driven by the availability
of junior software developers in the software company. It was hard to get more than ﬁfteen software developers and
we wanted to keep the groups’ size the same. While ﬁfteen participants per condition is not a large enough sample to
overcome variation in measurements, we believe it is a reasonable number to start with, provided the types of metrics we
estimated.
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Table 2
Participants proﬁles.
Years of design experience

Number and type of projects

Knowledge and Activities

Undergraduates

1 to 3

1 to 4 undergraduate level projects.

Masters

1 to 3

1 to 4 graduate level projects.

Professionals

1 to 3

1 to 4 industry projects.

Know some design patterns. Have contributed to
deﬁne the design of these projects.
Know some design patterns. Have contributed to
deﬁne the design of these projects.
Know some design patterns. Have contributed to
deﬁne the design of these projects.

Data set Some of the metrics used in this evaluation only can be calculated if a gold standard is available against which the
analyses’ outputs are compared. A gold standard is an exemplar of the ideal analysis’ outputs. In this work, the gold standard
was created by a senior architect with more than ten years’ experience. The gold standard included ten architectural pattern
descriptions. The length of each pattern ranged from two to three pages. Three of them were written by different authors;
seven corresponded to patterns promoting performance.
The deﬁnition of the gold standard’ size was driven by considering the length of each pattern as well as existing guidelines on task duration in controlled experiments of software engineering tools with human participants, e.g., [45]. Based
on an average of four minutes per page, if a two-page pattern takes a total of eight minutes to read and understand, ten
pattern descriptions would require less than two hours.
Analyses In this evaluation, two types of analyses were performed: a manual analysis and an automated analysis. The manual
analysis was performed by the three groups of people described in Section 4.1. The automated analysis was performed by
the constructed computational model described in Section 3.2.
In the manual analysis we asked the participants to read the set of 10 pattern descriptions, contained in the gold
standard, and provide a resolution for each one on whether it promotes or inhibits performance. Reading the pattern and
providing a resolution are tasks that inexperienced architects will do in practice for pattern selection. These tasks were
performed in three stages that correspond to scenarios with different levels of diﬃculty.
Stage 1. Reading one pattern description. This pattern promoted performance.
Stage 2. Reading three patterns descriptions, of the same pattern, written by different authors. The pattern promoted performance.
Stage 3. Reading six patterns descriptions, of different patterns, written by the same author. Four of these patterns promoted
performance; two patterns did not.
We also asked the participants to underline the sentences that they considered to be indicating whether performance was
promoted or inhibited.
For the automatic analysis the computational model was executed on the same set of ten pattern descriptions used in
the manual analysis.
Employed metrics In order to evaluate the outputs of both the manual analysis and the automated analysis, two metrics
were employed: time and recall.
The time metric was used to measure the time spent performing the analyses of the architectural pattern descriptions.
Recall is a well-known information retrieval/extraction metric [46]. Recall represents the ratio of correctly identiﬁed information items to the total number of correct information items in a data set. In the context of this work, recall measures
how many of the correct promotes and inhibits sentences in the data set are identiﬁed. A high recall value is speciﬁc to an
analysis capable of identifying most of the correct sentences in the data set. Any correct sentence in the data set that is not
identiﬁed will decrease the recall value. In our context, recall important because we want to ﬁnd all correct promotes and
inhibits sentences in pattern descriptions.
4.2. Discussion of results
In this section we discuss the metrics values obtained by three groups, namely Undergraduates, Masters and Professionals, when performing manual analyses of patterns. The results of the automated analyses are also discussed.
Fig. 4 shows the time spent in the Stage 1 of the manual analysis. As can be observed, medians are about the same
in the three groups, i.e., 9 and 10 minutes. The minimum recorded time for analysing one pattern was 6 minutes for the
Undergraduates group and 3 minutes for both the Masters and Professionals groups. On the other hand, the maximum time
for analysing one pattern was 18 minutes for the Undergraduates group, 14 minutes for the Masters group and 12 minutes
for the Professionals group. In the ﬁgure it is also observed that the time data distribution of the Undergraduates group is
notoriously positively skewed, meaning that the time data constitute higher frequency of high value times. On the contrary,
the time data distribution of the Professionals group is negatively skewed, meaning that the time data constitute higher
frequency of low value times.
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Fig. 4. Analysis time values obtained in Stage 1.

Table 3
Recall values obtained in Stage 1.

Undergraduates
Masters
Professionals

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

P11

P12

P13

P14

P15

.86
1
.75

.57
.60
.5

.29
.53
.65

.86
.33
.85

.71
.40
.60

.57
.80
.60

.71
.60
.60

1
.93
1

.57
1
.85

.86
.20
.45

.57
1
1

.86
.67
1

.71
.47
.75

1
.73
.40

1
1
1

Table 4
Average and standard deviation values for analysis time and recall metrics obtained in Stage 1, for both manual and automated analyses.

Analysis Time Undergraduates
Analysis Time Masters
Analysis Time Professionals
Recall Undergraduates
Recall Masters
Recall Professionals

Manual Analysis (average)

Manual Analysis (standard deviation)

Automated Analysis

660 sec
480 sec
420 sec
.74
.68
.73

231 sec
197 sec
140 sec
.20
.27
.21

40 sec

.96

Table 3 shows the recall values obtained in Stage 1. As can be seen, eleven participants obtained perfect values for recall:
P8, P14 and P15 from the Undergraduates group; P8, P11, P12 and P15 from the Masters group; P1, P9, P11, P15 from the
Professionals group. That is, eleven out of forty ﬁve participants recovered all existing relevant sentences.
Table 4 shows the average and standard deviation values for analysis time and recall metrics obtained by the participants
in Stage 1. The table also shows the values for analysis time and recall obtained by performing the automated analysis. It
should be noted that the automated analysis increased recall and reduced analysis time in comparison to the manual
analysis. In this stage, all the participants resolved correctly that the analysed pattern promoted performance. The resolution
was the same for the automated analysis.
Fig. 5 shows the time spent in Stage 2 of the manual analysis. As can be observed, the median tends to decrease in each
group, i.e., 31, 28 and 25 minutes. The minimum recorded time for analysing three descriptions of the same pattern written
by different authors was 17 minutes for the Undergraduates group and 14 minutes for both the Masters and Professionals
groups. On the other hand, the maximum analysis time in this stage was 55 minutes for the Undergraduates group, 38
minutes for both the Masters group and 35 minutes for the Professionals group. In the ﬁgure it is also observed that the time
data distribution of the Undergraduates group is positively skewed, meaning that the time data constitute higher frequency
of high value times. On the contrary, the time data distribution of the Masters and Professionals group is negatively skewed,
meaning that the time data constitute higher frequency of low value times.
The values for recall in Stage 2 are shown in Table 5. Thirteen participants, out of forty ﬁve, recovered all existing
relevant sentences in the analysed pattern descriptions: P1, P9, P11 and P15 from the Undergraduates group; P1, P6, P9,
P11, P13, P14, P15 from the Masters group; P10, P15 from the Professionals group.
Table 6 shows the average and standard deviation values for analysis time and recall metrics obtained by the participants
in Stage 2. The values of recall decreased compared to Stage 1, indicating that students performed less well when analysing
heterogeneous pattern descriptions. The same situation happened with the automated analysis. However, the automated
analysis achieves better recall and time values in comparison to the manual analysis. In this stage, thirteen participants
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Fig. 5. Analysis time values obtained in Stage 2.

Table 5
Recall values obtained in Stage 2.

Undergraduates
Masters
Professionals

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

P11

P12

P13

P14

P15

1
1
.73

.60
.67
.53

.53
.93
.60

.33
.93
.53

.40
.93
.33

.80
1
.47

.60
.47
.33

.93
.93
.20

1
1
.53

.20
.40
1

1
1
.47

.67
.53
.40

.47
1
.93

.73
1
.80

1
1
1

Table 6
Average and standard deviation values for analysis time and recall metrics obtained in Stage 2, for both manual and automated analyses.

Analysis Time Undergraduates
Analysis Time Masters
Analysis Time Professionals
Recall Undergraduates
Recall Masters
Recall Professionals

Manual Analysis (average)

Manual Analysis (standard deviation)

Automated Analysis

33 min
25 min
23 min
.68
.85
.59

10.7 min
8.5 min
6.9 min
.27
.22
.25

56 sec

.77

Table 7
Recall values obtained in Stage 3.

Undergraduates
Masters
Professionals

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

P11

P12

P13

P14

P15

1
.73
.1

1
.53
.15

.71
.60
.25

.57
.53
.25

.57
.33
.35

.29
.47
.50

1
.33
.35

.71
.20
1

1
.53
.40

.86
1
.45

.86
.47
1

.71
.40
1

.86
.93
.70

.57
.80
.75

.71
1
1

resolved that analysed pattern promoted performance and it was correct. One participant resolved that it did not. One
participant resolved that he did not know. The automated analysis resolved that the pattern promoted performance.
Fig. 6 shows the time spent in Stage 3 of the manual analysis which consisted in analysing six different pattern descriptions written by the same author. As can be seen, the median tends to decrease in each group, i.e., 35, 32 and 27 minutes.
The minimum recorded time for the analysis was 24 minutes for the Undergraduates group, 16 minutes for the Masters
group and 21 minutes for the Professionals group. On the other hand, the maximum analysis time in this stage was 44
minutes for the Undergraduates group, and 35 minutes for the Masters group and 36 minutes for the Professionals group.
Regarding the time data distribution, it can be seen that Undergraduates group’s data is positively skewed, meaning that
the time data constitute higher frequency of low value times. On the contrary, Masters group’s data is negatively skewed,
meaning that the time data constitute higher frequency of low value times
Regarding recall, Table 7 shows that ten participants recovered all existing relevant sentences: P1, P2, P7, P9 Undergraduates group; P10, P15 from the Masters group; P8, P11, P12, P15 Professionals group.
Table 8 shows the average and standard deviation values for analysis time and recall metrics obtained by the participants
in Stage 3. In general, the values of recall decreased compared to Stage 2. The values for analysis time and recall obtained
by the automated analysis were better in comparison to the manual analysis. However, recall is not a great deal better,
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Fig. 6. Analysis time values obtained in Stage 3.
Table 8
Average and standard deviation values for analysis time and recall metrics obtained in Stage 3, for both manual and automated analyses.

Analysis Time Undergraduates
Analysis Time Masters
Analysis Time Professionals
Recall Undergraduates
Recall Masters
Recall Professionals

Manual Analysis (average)

Manual Analysis (standard deviation)

Automated Analysis

35 min
28 min
28 min
.76
.59
.55

6 min
6.4 min
4.4 min
.20
.25
.33

75 sec

.75

which exposed some limitations in the deﬁned JAPE grammar rules. However, in the automated analysis the resolution on
whether the analysed patterns promoted or inhibited was correct for all of them. This was not the case for manual analysis.
4.3. Other aspects to consider
In previous sections we have shown that the proposed approach exposes good characteristics. However, the nature of
the techniques utilised makes it having some intrinsic limitations that are important to discuss. Next we do it.
In this work we used an ontology to deﬁne relevant concepts that are expected to be discovered in textual pattern
descriptions. Ontologies can be created adopting one (or more) of the following methods: manual, semi-automatic and
automatic [47]. In this work the ontology was created manually by two domain experts. This process required a considerable
amount of time and effort.
Similarly in this work we used JAPE rules to analyse architectural pattern descriptions with regard to whether they
contain sentences about performance being promoted or inhibited. The deﬁnition of JAPE rules was also a time-consuming
process as the rules were created manually by the same two domain experts. In this case, it does not seem possible to
deﬁne these rules in a (semi-) automatic manner.
Both processes, ontology and JAPE rules deﬁnition, took the domain experts four months in total. However, this time
was required only once and the resulting ontology and rules were reused many times to analyse a variety of architectural
pattern descriptions; including domain-speciﬁc ones.
5. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we described an approach, based on knowledge representation and information extraction, to automate
the analysis of architectural pattern descriptions with respect to speciﬁc quality attributes. The approach aims to help
inexperienced software architects with determining whether speciﬁc quality attributes are promoted or inhibited, which is
useful for pattern selection during architectural design. Through experimentation, it was shown that the approach exhibited
good performance and recall.
Several efforts have been oriented towards providing tools and frameworks to help architects during architectural design.
However, the proposed approach differs from them in that (i) it focuses on supporting quality attribute-oriented pattern
selection during the design process; (ii) it is not limited to the use of a pre-deﬁned and closed pattern repository and (iii) it
does not require an extensive speciﬁcation of the design problem. Because of the former, it can be easily integrated into
existing architectural design methods such as Rozanski and Woods’ [3], ADD [1] and Microsoft’s Technique for Architecture
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and Design [4]. Furthermore, our approach can deal with new pattern types without signiﬁcant work, as the descriptions of
these new patterns do not contain a signiﬁcant number of new concepts.
Future work focuses on the following areas: (i) considering combinations of quality attributes; (ii) improving the JAPE
rules; (iii) improving the sentence scoring approach, (iv) automating ontology population, (v) improving tool support. Further
details are provided next.
In real life, architectural design requires considering a number of quality attribute requirements. Depending on the system, these attributes could have different meanings and importance. In its current version, the described approach considers
quality attributes in an isolated manner. That is, it does not support pattern analysis with respect to multiple quality attribute requirements. For example, in some situations the architect could require a pattern promoting performance and
security, but prefer maximising performance, perhaps at the expense of security. The notion of utility preferences, as in utility theory [48], to specify priorities between the quality attributes could allow a pattern analysis in a “utility-theoretic”
way.
As shown in Table 8 the values for time and recall metrics obtained by the automated analysis in Stage 3 were not much
better in comparison to the manual analysis, due to some limitations in the deﬁned JAPE grammar rules. We are currently
analysing these metrics in order to identify a set of general shortcomings and deﬁne a set of possible improvements.
Regarding improving the sentence scoring approach, future investigation might look into other ways of sentence scoring
to cover other concepts in the ontology, and determine how best to scale up the speed of analysis without sacriﬁcing recall.
In our approach, ontology building required a considerable amount of time and effort, as it was performed manually by
domain experts. Despite having a “stable” version of the ontology, because of the incredible speed with which knowledge
develops in the real world, having an “up to date” version is a never-ending goal. To overcome this problem, many methods
to automatically or semi-automatically supplement extant concepts from corpus data have been developed, e.g., [49,47,50].
We are currently studying these approaches.
Finally, the approach presented in this paper is automated by computable model that works as a prototype tool. We have
performed some user tests of our tool with junior software developers in a software development company. Future work
includes performing more tests and attending the resulting feedback in order to improve the tool and make it publically
available.
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